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Lee [9] introduced semicharacteristic invariants for odd-dimensional manifolds 
equipped with a free action of a finite group. He made rather spectacular applications 
to the study of the spherical space form problem and to the determination of 
fundamental groups of 3-manifolds. Further applications, computations, and con- 
nections to surgery theory were given in the papers [l-4, 6, 11, 121 and elsewhere. 
Let G be a finite group and 9 a family of subgroups of G. Let O,“(S) be an 
oriented bordism of manifolds with an orientation-preserving G-action with isotropy 
subgroups contained in .% The papers [7,8] give an inductive approach to the 
computation of Q,“(s), after inverting certain primes dividing the order of G. The 
paper [7] studies actions on manifolds with no fixed points (MC = 0) and shows 
that a multiple of such a manifold is bordant to a disjoint union of 9’-induced 
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manifolds, i.e., manifolds of the form G xH N where H E 9’:= 9- { G}. The 
multiple is a power of a certain positive integer k St computable from the Burnside 
ring of G. (The definition is reviewed in Section 3 of the present paper.) The paper 
[8] completes the program by expressing the bordism class of a general G-manifold 
[M] E 0:(S) in terms of certain bordism-valued characteristic elements of the 
equivariant normal bundle of the fixed point set. This expression is valid modulo 
FF’-induced manifolds and after inverting kW. Applications to even-dimensional 
manifolds include generalizations of the Atiyah-Singer G-signature formula. 
The present paper generalizes Lee’s semicharacteristic to arbitrary actions of finite 
groups on manifolds and then applies [7,8] to their study. Let K be a field and 
G,(KG) be the Grothendieck ring whose elements are represented by (virtual) 
G-representations on finite-dimensional vector spaces over K. If G acts on M”, 
with n odd, define the equivariant semicharacteristic 
x~/z(M; K) = C (-l)‘[H,(M; K)l E Go(KG)- 
i<n/2 
Let A( 9) be the subgroup of G,( KG) generated by permutation modules K[ G/ H] 
where HE 3. We show that the equivariant semicharacteristic gives a well-defined 
bordism invariant 
Here the L-group is an appropriately defined subquotient of G,( KG), where enough 
has been modded out to guarantee that the semicharacteristic of a bounding manifold 
is zero. The L-group is a finite Abelian group of exponent 2, and is easily computable 
from the representation theory of G. 
Multiplicative properties of the semicharacteristic lead to consideration of the 
ideal (A( 9’)) = G,(KG) . A( 9’). We show: 
Theorem A. Suppose k9, is odd. Let [M] E a:( 9) with n odd. 
(a) IfMG =0, then xl12(M; K) vanishes when mapped into LLAR’“‘“(KG). 
(b) rf MG # 0 and the normal bundle V( MC, M) admits an equivariant complex 
structure, then x,,z( M; K) = x,,~( MC; K) E LIP’“‘“(KG). 
The theorem gives homological restrictions on group actions on manifolds. One 
example we work out explicitly is (see also Theorem 4.3): 
Proposition B. Let G = D2k be the dihedral group of order 2k with k > 1 odd. Suppose 
DZk acts smoothly, preserving orientation on a closed manifold M” with n = 1 (mod 4). 
If the action restricted to the cyclic subgroup Zk c G is free on M - MG, then all 
components of the fixed set MC have dimension congruent to 1 modulo 4, and for all 
h E Zk -{e}, the semi-Lefschetz number 
C (-l)i trace(h,: H,(M; a)-+ H,(M; 63)) 
i<n/2 
is congruent modulo 2 to the semicharacteristic of the$xed set. 
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By the semicharacteristic of the fixed point set, we mean the sum of the non- 
equivariant semicharacteristics of components of the fixed set. If R’ is a component 
then its semicharacteristic is C i<r,2 (-1)’ dimd Hi( R; Q) (mod 2). 
In [3], the semicharacteristic map for free actions for finite groups was completely 
determined, in the sense that the image of ,Y,,~ was computed and characteristic 
class formulae were given. We propose the corresponding question for the 
equivariant bordism as a testing ground for computational techniques. (Our present 
paper and [3] give only limited information.) As a sample case, in Section 4, we 
suggest the study of actions of elementary Abelian 2-groups on manifolds of 
dimension congruent to 1 modulo 4, with isotropy subgroups having order ~2. In 
particular, can (Z,)’ act on a rational homology sphere Z4rt’ with isotropy as above? 
The outline of the paper is as follows. In Section 1, we define equivariant 
semicharacteristics including definitions for the nonoriented case. In Section 2, we 
dicuss multiplicative properties of the semicharacteristic and the Euler characteristic. 
In Section 3, we apply the induction results of [7], to study actions with no fixed 
points. In Section 4, we discuss computation of the relevant L-groups. Finally in 
Section 5, we review [8] and study actions with fixed points. 
This research was partially supported by a grant from the National Science 
Foundation. 
1. Definition of equivariant semicharacteristics 
Let K be a field and G a finite group. Let G,(KG) be the Grothendieck group 
of virtual representations. The generators are [VI, isomorphism classes of KG- 
modules which are finite dimensional over K. The relations are given by [V] = 
[ V’] + [ V”] if there is a short exact sequence O+ V’+ V+ V”+ 0. If char(K) does 
not divide /Cl, then all modules are projective and G,(KG) = K,( KG). 
We first discuss the oriented case, so we assume char(K) # 2 for now. Let G act 
on an odd-dimensional, closed, oriented manifold M”. We assume that M can be 
given a finite G-CW structure. We wish to be precise about what sort of duality the 
equivariant semicharacteristic satisfies. Define the orientation character w : G + {f 1) 
by w(g) = +l iff g : M + M is orientation-preserving. For a KG-module V define a 
module structure on the dual V*= Horn,,, V, K) by (gcp)v= w(g)cp(g-‘0). This 
gives an involution on G,JKG). Poincare duality then gives H,(M; K) = 
fL(M; K)*, which then shows 
x,,~(M; K) -x&M; K)” =x(M; K) (1) 
where ,Y(M; K) is the equivariant Euler characteristic of M. 
Let Y(G) be the set of conjugacy classes of subgroups of G. A family 9 is a 
subset of Y(G). Let 9 be a family containing the isotropy subgroups of the action. 
Define A( 3) to be the subgroup of G,( KG) generated by permutation modules 
K[G/N] where H E .% Then, computing cellularly, x( M; K) E A( 9), and equation 
(1) shows that x( M; K) E A( 9)- := {x E A( 9) Ix = -x*}, and that x,,*( M; K) is a 
self-dual element of G,( KG)/A( 9)-. 
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We wish to manufacture a bordism invariant from x,,~. Suppose M is the boundary 
of a compact G-manifold W, having orientation character w and isotropy subgroups 
in 5% Let n = 2r+ 1 be the dimension of M. Consider the long exact sequence 
(suppressing the coefficient field K): 
O+ Imj,,, - Z-Z,+,( W, M) * H,(M) 2 H,( W) 
Then duality Hi( W, M) z Hn+,_i( W)* and the fact that the Euler characteristic of 
an exact sequence is zero shows that in 
{a E G,( KG)/A( 9)- 1 a = a*} 
k”(U2; Go(KG)IA( s)-) = (b + be, b E Go(KG),A( %)-) 
we have 
Wm_L+J =xlJM; K) -x( W; K). (2) 
Notice that lm j,,, carries a (- 1) r+’ -symmetric nonsingular form given by intersec- 
tion of absolute cycles. This is (G, w)-invariant in the sense that (x, y) = w(g)(gx, gy). 
Now we are properly motivated for 
Definition 1.1. For an involution invariant subgroup X of G,(KG), 
L;:(KG, w) 
{a E G,(KG)/X 1 a = a*} 
= {[VI IV admits a n.s. (-l)(n+‘)‘2 -symmetric (G, w)-invariant form}’ 
We will save computational remarks for later and for now only note that the 
L-group has exponent 2. (If [V] represents an element in the L-group, then 
[V] = [V*] in the L-group, so 2[ V] = [V@ V*], which admits the hyperbolic form.) 
Unfortunately, for w # 1, A( 9) need not be involution invariant. We let A( 9, w) 
be the smallest involution invariant subgroup which contains A( 9). It is generated 
by permutation modules K[ G/H] and their duals K[ G/H]* where H E 9. Note 
A( 9,l) = A( 9) and in fact we have: 
Lemma 1.2. A( 9, w) c A( Y?), w h ere $9 consists of subgroups H E 9, and their intersec- 
tions with ker w. 
Proof. There are two cases to consider. If H c ker w, then K[G/ H] = K[G/ H]* 
with the K-basis elements gH mapping to the dual basis w(g)gfi. If P = H n ker w Z 
H, then K[G/P]=K[G/H]*OK[G/H] with gP mapping to (1/2){w(g)gfl@ 
gH]. 0 
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Equation (2) implies: 
Proposition 1.3. There is a well-de$ned homomorphism x,,~ : fl F( 9, w) + 
L:‘%““(KG, w). 
Here a,“( 9, w) is an oriented G-bordism with isotropy subgroups in 8 and 
orientation character w. We could even choose a:( 9, w) to be the bordism of 
Poincart G-CW complexes. If w = 1, we omit the reference to 9 in our notation. 
Remark. For char(K) prime to the ICI, these are the classical L-groups, with the 
above definition motivated by the Lx - Lp Ranicki-Rothenberg exact sequence. In 
this case the proposition can be given a proof using the interpretation of the L-groups 
in terms of algebraic bordism [4]. If char(K) divides [Cl, then the definition does 
not coincide with the classical L-groups, but instead is closer to that of Lee [9]. An 
invariant coming from the classical L-group can be given and lies in 
Ltl’% “‘(KG/rad, w), but the semicharacteristic must be defined using local 
coefficients in KG/rad. (See [l].) We do not expect any applications for either 
version with char(K) divides (GI, but include them in the discussion, because Lee’s 
comment preceding his definition of char 0 semicharacteristics “we introduce a 
remarkably useless family of bordism invariants” [9, 5 21 has turned out not to be 
accurate. 
Finally we turn to the case where char(K) = 2. Here we get invariants of an 
unoriented bordism N,“( 9) of G-actions on unoriented manifolds with isotropy 
in %. We could proceed as above, but most likely the invariants would be trivial. 
Instead we use a refinement of Lee [9], which make use of the fact that if Z/2 = (g) 
acts freely on manifold M2k, then the intersection form satisfies (gx, x) = 0 E Z/2 
for all x. (If (Y and gcr are cycles intersecting transversely, then Z/2 acts freely on 
the finite set (Y n ga, and hence it has even order. A more algebraic proof involves 
the geometric transfer associated to a double cover.) We have 
Definition 1.4. A KG-module V is S-Lee even if there is a symmetric nonsingular 
G-invariant form (,): V x V+ K so that for all ~1 E V, (gu, v) = 0 if g E G has order 
2andggH forany HE%. 
Definition 1.5. For n odd, 
RL;@‘(KG) = 
{a E G,(KG)/A( 9) (a = a*} 
{[VII Vis $-Leeeven} . 
Proposition 1.6. There is a well-de$ned homomorphism x1,* : Xy( 9) + RL$‘S’( KG). 
Remark. RL can stand either for “refined L” or “Ronnie Lee”. Lee introduced his 
group to give a semicharacteristic proof for Milnor’s result on the nonexistence of 
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free dihedral actions on spheres and for other results on the spherical space form 
problem. Milgram [lo] gave far-reaching integral refinements of Lee’s invariants 
and could profitably be consulted here. 
2. Multiplicative properties 
For groups G and H, tensor product gives a bilinear pairing 
C+,:G,(KG)xG,(KH)+G,(K[GxH]). 
This makes G,(KG) into a ring via 
A * 0 @ K : G,( KG) x G,( KG) + G,( KG) 
where A* is given by restricting the G x G-action to the diagonal subgroup. If G 
and H have orientation characters w and w’, then V*@ W* is naturally identified 
with ( V@ W)* where G x H is given the orientation character w x w'. This gives a 
pairing 
(G,(KG), w) x (G,(KG), w’)+ (G,(KG), w* w’) 
in the sense that V*@ W* = (V@ W)* provided the duals are defined using W, w’, 
and w. w’ respectively. In particular (G,(KG), w) is not a ring with involution 
unless w = 1 = w’. 
Lemma 2.1. For n odd and families 9~ 9(G) and ‘3~ Y(H), there is a pairing 
OK : L;‘RwW)(KG, w) xA(+?)-+ L~(SXqwX1)(KIG~ H], w x 1). 
Proof. To show that it is well defined we need to consider the module V@ K[H/ B] 
where V admits a (-l)(“+‘)‘* -symmetric nonsingular (G, w)-invariant form ( ,)G 
and BE 9. Define a symmetric H-invariant form on K[H/B] by setting (hB, h’B)H 
to be 1 if hB = h’B and 0 otherwise. Then the tensor product admits the form 
(VOW, v’Ow’)=(u, U’)&W, w’),. 0 
If G acts on X with isotropy in 9 and G acts on Y with isotropy in 3, then the 
isotropy of the diagonal action lies in the family 90 Se= {An gBg_’ [AE 9, BE 3, 
gE G}. There is a pairing A( 9) xA(%)+A( 90 9). We have: 
Corollary 2.2. If n is odd, 9 0 $3~ 9, and 29 0 3 c ‘3 then L$*‘“‘(KG, w) is a module 
over the ring A( 9). 
Now suppose G acts on an odd-dimensional manifold M” with orientation 
character w and H acts on an even-dimensional manifold N” with orientation 
character w’. 
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Lemma 2.3. 
&;“(MxN; K)=,&(M; K)Ox”(N; K)&‘(Z/2; G,(K[GxH])). 
Proof. The terms of the left-hand side of the equality which are missing on the right 
are of the form (-l)‘+‘Hi(M)OHj(N) where i+j<(m+n)/2, but i>m/2. By 
duality this is equal to (-l)i+jH,,_i(M)*@H,_j(N)* = (-l)m-i+“PjH,,_i(M)@ 
H,,(N) E ci”. cl 
Corollary 2.4. Suppose G acts on Mm (m odd, orientation character w, isotropy in 9) 
and on N” (n even, preserving orientation, isotropy in 9) and that 9 0 9~ 9. Then 
we haveX,,2(M~ N; K)=,yI12(M; K)O,Y(N; K)E L$+?“‘(KG, w). 
3. Induction 
We apply results from [7] to give restrictions on the image of x,,~ and thereby 
homological restrictions on group actions on manifolds. Given a family 9~ Y(G), 
define families @ = 9u { G} and 9’ = 9-(G). We assume 9 is closed under 
intersections, that is, 90 9= 9. Let B(G) be the Burnside ring (defined by Dress) 
of virtual finite G-sets. Define B(G, 9) to be the subring generated by G/H 
where H E 9. Note that A( 9) is a homomorphic image of B( G, 9). Then 0:( 9) 
is a B(G, %+)-module defined via Cartesian products. There is a natural ring 
homomorphism 
Res9,:B(G, 5+)-HF3 B(H) 
Y 
defined by considering a G-set as an H-set by restricting the action. 
Definition/Proposition 3.1 [7]. There is a 0 so that Resw (0) = 0 with the virtual 
cardinality of the jixed set \OG\ positive. Let kg,=min{\OG\)Res&O)=O and 
(O”l>O}. 
One can show [ 71 that k,. divides flHE ,9. 1 NH/H 1, where NH is the normalizer and 
that for G a perfect group k,(,,. = 1. 
Using invariant G-transversality and a “Mayer-Vietoris” type argument exactly 
as in the paper [7],’ one obtains: 
Theorem 3.2. For 9 closed under intersections, the natural map 
i,: fIz( 9’, w)Oh[k$]+ a:( 9, w)OiZ[k$] 
is an injection with image Span HES,{Ind~O~( 90 {H}, w)}OH[k,!]. 
’ Strictly speaking, [7] does not discuss bordisms with orientation character w, but all the arguments 
are in fact valid for this setting as well. 
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Corollary 3.3. If the isotropy types of an action on M belong to 9’, then up to a power 
of k,,, M is G-bordant to an Y-induced object, i.e., a disjoint union of G-manifolds 
of the form G X, L where L is an H-manifold and HE 5 
This is proved in greater generality in [7]. For the convenience of the reader, we 
give a sketch of the proof. Suppose Resp (8) =O with k= 1 GGI >O. Choose an 
equivariant triangulation of M so that each simplex has a single isotropy type. Then 
for each simplex o we have @a = 0. Using G-invariant transversality and excision 
to justify a “Mayer-Vietoris” spectral sequence, one deduces that O”M = 0 for some 
a>O. Then 8a=(8G+(~-_G))a=ka+~‘, where 8’ is a O-dimensional G-manifold 
which is 9’-induced. Then k”M= PM- @‘ME - @‘A4 which is .Y-induced. 
Corollary 3.4. Let 9 be a family closed under intersections so that k9, is odd. Let G 
act on M” with n odd, isotropy in 9, and, in case (i), orientation character w. 
(i) For char(K)#2, x,,*(M; K) =OE L~A’S’7”“(KG, w). 
(ii) For char(K) = 2, x~,~(M; K) =OE RL’R’*‘“(KG). 
Here (A( 9’, w)) = GO(KG) . A( S’, w) is the ideal generated by A( 9’, w). By 
the identity i, V@ W = i*( V@ i* W), (A( 9’)) is precisely the subgroup of G,( KG) 
generated by representation induced from representations of subgroups in 9”‘. 
Let lK denote the trivial G-representation. We can apply Corollary 3.4 to study ac- 
tions with fixed points. 
Proposition 3.5. Let 9 be a family closed under intersections so that k9, is odd. If 
[ lK] # 0 E L <A(.v*w)> (KG, w) (n odd) and G acts smoothly on a manifold M with ori- 
entation character wand isotropy in 9, then no component ofMG has codimension =n + 1 
(mod 4). 
By considering a G-invariant sphere normal to Mo, this follows from the following 
corollary to Corollary 3.4: 
Proposition 3.6. Let 9 be a family closed under intersections so that k9, is odd. Zf 
[1Kl#OEL ( (A(9’2w)) KG, w) (n odd) then G cannot act on a rational homology sphere 
2” with isotropy in 9’ and orientation character w. 
In the next section, we will see that orientation-preserving actions of dihedral 
groups of order 2k with k> 1 odd so that the Ek acts freely satisfies the hypothesis 
of Propositions 3.5 and 3.6 when n = 1 (mod 4). 
4. Examples and computations 
We will discuss the computation of L$(KG, w) and apply the induction results 
of the previous section to give restrictions on the image of the semicharacteristic 
and thus homological restrictions on group actions on manifolds. We will stick to 
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the case where char(K) is not 2 and is prime to IG(. (Applications of the characteris- 
tic-2 case to free actions were given in [9], where semicharacteristics were used to 
study the spherical space form problem.) GO( KG) is the free Abelian group generated 
by the irreducible representations of G. To compute Lc what is needed is effective 
ways to determine when Vr V” and to find what sort of form V admits. We review 
this procedure and point the reader to [l, 31 for further discussion. 
Let x : G + K be the character of an irreducible representation of V. Then V = V* 
if and only if x(g) = w(g)x(g-‘) for all g E G. Furthermore, if V = V*, then V admits 
a nonsingular symmetric (respectively skew-symmetric) (G, w)-invariant form if 
and only if CgEG w(g)x(g2) is IGI or 0 (respectively 0 or -ICI). 
We next note that L?(KG, 1) = 0 if IGI is odd or if n = 3 (mod 4). We prove this 
only for K = Q; the case for general K then follows by the character formula. 
Suppose first that G is odd order cyclic. Then for any nontrivial irreducible rational 
representation, CgtG x(g’) = 0. Since our X always contains the regular representa- 
tion, the trivial representation makes no contribution, so Lf(QG) = 0. Then by 
Dress induction [5], Lf(QG) = 0 for any G of odd order. Next let n = 3 (mod 4), 
and V be a rational representation of a finite group G. By averaging a positive 
definite symmetric form over G, we see V admits a nonsingular G-invariant form. 
Thus L:(QG) = 0. 
As a testing ground for equivariant semicharacteristics and equivariant bordism, 
we suggest the study of orientation-preserving actions of an elementary Abelian 
2-group G = (Z,)” on manifolds of dimension n = 1 (mod 4). Here K,(QG) -Z2’ 
and no irreducible representation admits a skew-symmetric form. The case of free 
actions was completely worked out in [3] (see also [12]) and it was shown that 
L$“‘“(QG) = (z2)2L-1 while x,,,(fl?({e})) = (Z!2)k. The techniques of [3] or of this 
paper shed little light on: 
Question 4.1. Let G = (Z2)k, n = 1 (mod 4) and 9 consist of all subgroups of order 
~2. What is the image of the semicharacteristic map? (As an exercise, work out the 
case where n = 1.) 
It is easy to show that LfC9;‘(QG) = (Z2)2Apkp’. When k =2, ,Y,,~(S”) hits the 
nontrivial element, so that question first arises when k = 3. In particular, can (Z,)’ 
act on a rationally homology sphere with isotropy in 9? 
As an induction example, we consider the dihedral group D2k = (g, T( gk = 1 = T2, 
TgT-’ = g-‘) with k odd and greater than 1. We consider actions free when restricted 
to Zk =(g), and so let 9= {e, Z,}, where Z2 is (T) or a conjugate of (T). 
Lemma 4.2. Zf 9 = 9’ = {e, 72,) c 9’( D,,), then k,,. is odd. 
Proof. Let o=a[D2k/D2k]+b[D2k/Z~]+c[D2k/e]. Then Res,O=(a+kb+ 
2kc)[e/e], and ResZ, 0 = a[Z2/h2]+ b[Z,/Z,]+ b((k- 1)/2)[Z,/el+ kc[Z,lel. It 
follows that 0 = k[ D2k/ DZk] - k[ D2k/Z2] + ((k - 1)/2)[ D2k/e] generates ker ResF, 
and kFz= IBDzA[ = k is odd. Cl 
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The irreducible representations of DZk over Q are Q+, Q-, { Vd}dlk,d,l. Here Q+ 
and Q_ are one-dimensional representations with T+ +l and T+ -1 respectively. 
Let & be a primitive dth root of 1. Then the representation V, is given by 
G + GL(Q(j, +&I), 2) where 
From the character formulae, none of the irreducible representations admits 
skew-symmetric DZk -invariant forms. Furthermore, A( 9) is generated by the 
regular representation [Q&l = [a,] + [Q_] +2 C, [ V,] and by [Q[D,,/Z,]] = 
[0+1+x, [V,]. It follows that A( 9) is identical with the ideal (A( 9)). For n = 1 
(A( *‘) (mod 4), L, ( a&) = (Z,)’ where j is the number of divisors of n which are greater 
than 1. 
Consider the inclusion inc: Zk + DZk. An element (Y E LIP’ ““(CPD,, , 1) is zero if 
and only if the restriction of (Y to Zk is a multiple of the regular representation 
modulo ZG,(O[Z,]). The above computations and Corollary 3.4 give 
Theorem 4.3. Let D2k act preserving orientation on a closed oriented manifold M” 
where n = 1 (mod 4) with isotropy in S= {e, Z,}. Then for all j so that g’ # 1, the 
semi-Lefschetz number 
C (-1)’ trace(gi. . Hi( M; Q) + Hi( M; Q)) - 0 (mod 2). 
i<n/2 
Note that the trace is an integer since H,( M; Cl) = Hi( M; Z)OQ. The theorem 
implies DZk cannot act Q-homologically trivially if xi__,2 rank H,( M; Cl) is odd. Of 
course if n = 3 (mod 4), this is no longer true, as one sees by considering linear 
actions on the sphere. 
5. Local formula 
The papers [ 7, 81 give an algorithm for reconstructing the equivariant bordism 
class of [M]EQ~(.~):=Q~(J, 1). [8] gives a formula for [M] in terms of local 
normal data provided by the normal bundle V( MC, M). This formula is valid modulo 
the image of a,“( 5’) @Z[ k;!]. Before we state it we must describe the combinatorial 
data arising in the formula. We assume G acts on M with isotropy in 4 and that 
the normal bundle v = v(MG, M) admits an equivariant complex structure. Let I,!J 
be a typical complex G-representation in its fiber. The representation I/J decomposes 
into a direct sum of irreducible factors p with multiplicities CL,,. The vector t.~ = 
{I-%]/JfZlrr determines the isomorphism class of I,!J. We denote by Mz the component 
of MG having + = I,++(P) as its normal representation and set vP = v( Mz, M). 
Defining an indexing set Q(p) =nlrrr S&Z+ where S?Z+ stands for the pth 
symmetric product of the set of nonnegative integers Z,. One can view elements 
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w E a(p) as being tables with nonnegative integers {w( p, a)}, with rows indexed 
by p E Irr and columns by a, with 1~ a < t+,. Two such tables are equivalent if they 
differ by permutations of the w( p, a) within the rows. 
In [8] for each w E 0(p), we constructed a characteristic element (“number”) 
d,,,( II,) E fl,(pt). Remarkably, the elements {tl,( v~),)),,~(~) detect the equivariant 
bordism class of the bundle v~. Therefore, up to the ambiguity of 9’-induced 
objects and with k,, inverted, one can calculate any G-bordism invariant of M in 
terms of the appropriate (nonequivariant) invariants of the {tlw( v,)}. 
Suppose G acts preserving orientation on M, with isotropy in 9, which is closed 
under intersections, so that the normal bundle v(MG, M) admits an equivariant 
complex structure. Then for [M] E O,“( g)OZ[ k;:], the local formula is of the form 
[Ml=C C B,w . a,( v,) mod Span{IndzflF( 90 {H})}. 
t wtfl(I.1) HE4’ 
We next describe generating functions for the coefficients B,,,, . Let P, denote the 
r-dimensional complex projective space and nr the normal bundle of P, in P,,,. 
The G-bundles p 0 nr are the main elementary building blocks of the formula. It 
follows from [7] that for some power q(r) = k$, of k4,, there exists a closed 
G-manifold N, so that V( NY, N,) is G-isomorphic to q(r) disjoint copies of p @ n,. 
We are now in a position to state the generating function for (3) explicitly. 
Proposition 5.1 [8]. Let 9 be a family closed under intersections. Suppose G acts 
preserving orientation on M, so that the normal bundle v( M G, M) admits an equivariant 
complex structure. Then in O,“( 9)@Z[k,‘,], one has a congruence 
pp pOr]0+(pPO’)Xp,n+(POr12)X~,a+. . . 
[Ml = ;{ ptg9.) ,I=I, 1-t P,X,,, + P&, + . . * I 
mod Span{Indgfi,“( 90(H))}. 
HE9’ 
This can be expanded formally to give a power series expression in the variables 
Gathering terms together, this can be written in the form 
& B * cl,({X,,,}), where o,({X,,,}) stands for the minimal polynomial 
wiich”:%aiL;he monomial fl, a (X, a)“‘(p,a) and which is symmetric with respect 
to the group II,, S(p,). In this expression one then replaces each o,({X~,~}) by the 
element CI,( v,) E 0, introduced in [8]. One also replaces each p 0 nr occurring in 
B 
sexe 
by q(r)-‘TV,. Then one is left with a (finite) sum and the congruence makes 
in 0,“( B)OZ[k,!]. 
Now we wish to apply x iI2 to both sides of Proposition 5.1. Using the multiplicative 
properties developed in Section 2, we will replace all even-dimensional manifolds 
by their equivariant Euler characteristic. Evidently, one has a Lefschetz formula: 
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Hence x(9(r)-IN,; K) =x(P,) . lK E Go(KG)OZ[k,!]/(A(S’)). Then the formula 
in Proposition 5.1 collapses to: 
x{ ” ;i 1 +x(p~)x,,,+x(p*)x2,,,+ * ’ ‘}. 
p peB(9’) a=1 l+x(Pl)x,,,+x(P,)x~,,+ * * * 
Thus x,,~(M) = 1, x~,~(Q~(Ju)). By construction +( v,) = Mz. Thus we have shown 
Theorem 5.2. Let 9 be a family closed under intersections. Let M2’+’ be a closed 
smooth manifold with G acting preserving orientation and so that the normal bundle 
y(MG, M) admits an equivariant complex structure. Then 
x1/2( M; K) =x,/J MC; K) E L’,A’S”‘(KG). 
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